
Name: ___________________________

            Positive To Negative
A positive sentence has no negative words. A negative sentence has a negative word or phrase. Common 
negative words and phrases include:

no, not, nobody, never, nothing, no one, nor, nowhere, none, cannot, 
isn’t, didn’t, won’t, wasn’t, and any other contraction with n’t.

You can turn a positive sentence into a negative sentence by adding a negative. 

Example: 

Positive sentence: The teacher likes to sing. 

Negative sentence: The teacher doesn’t like to sing.

Change each the positive sentence below into a negative one.

1. The dog is in the backyard.  __________________________________________________________

2. He was at the library on Friday.  _______________________________________________________

3. She will dance in the play. ___________________________________________________________

4. The children were ready to go home. ___________________________________________________

5. Oliver walked to the corner.  _________________________________________________________

6. I can read anything.  ________________________________________________________________

7. The trees will fall over in a storm.  _____________________________________________________

8. They always want to play games. ______________________________________________________
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Actual student answers will vary. Example of correct answers: 

 The dog isn’t in the backyard.

 He wasn’t at the library on Friday. 

 She won’t dance in the play.

 The children weren’t ready to go home.

 Oliver didn’t walk to the corner. 

 I can read nothing. 

 The trees won’t fall over in a storm. 

 They never want to play games.



Negative Choices – Basic

1) Which animal isn't fast - a turtle or a cheetah?

2) Which one can't talk – a person or a football?

3) Which food isn't yellow – a banana or an orange?

4) Which one can't be put on – a computer or a jacket?

5) Which one isn't a month – Jupiter or January?

6) Which ones aren't furry – dogs or bugs?

7) Which one isn't healthy – chocolate or broccoli?

8) Which ones can't fly – guitars or birds?

9) Which one isn't round – a circle or a square?

10) Which ones aren't brown – bears or lions?
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Not – Instruct the student to use “not”.  Use complete sentences. 
1) Is a square round or not round?

A square is __________________. 

2) Is an ice cube hot or not hot?

An ice cube is ________________. 

3) Is a cherry yellow or not yellow?

A cherry is __________________. 

4) Is a ball not a toy or is it a toy?  (Be careful!)

A ball is ___________________. 

5) Is your name Ed or is it not Ed?

My name is _________________. 

6) Can you wear an apple or not wear an apple?

I can _______________________. 

7) Are you a grown up or not a grown up?

I am _______________________. 

8) Does a shoe go on your hand or not go on your hand?

A shoe does ________________. 

9) Can you fly or can you not fly?

I can ______________________. 



Negation 

Multiple Choice:  Choose the picture or word that correctly answers 
each question. 

Which one has no ears? 

Which one isn’t soft? 

Which one can’t be eaten? 

Which ones weren’t American Presidents? 

Which ones aren’t able to talk? 

Which ones won’t grow? 
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